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Excited states in certain atomic nuclei possess an unusual structure, where the dominant degrees of
freedom are those of α clusters rather than individual nucleons. It has been proposed that the diffuse 3α
system of the 12C Hoyle state may behave like a Bose-Einstein condensate, where the α clusters maintain
their bosonic identities. By measuring the decay of the Hoyle state into three α particles, we obtained an
upper limit for the rare direct 3α decay branch of 0.047%. This value is now at a level comparable with
theoretical predictions and could be a sensitive probe of the structure of this state.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.132502
Because of its exceptionally high binding energy per
nucleon, the helium nucleus (α particle) is thought to form
inside the nucleus and propagate relatively unperturbed for
a significant time [1]. In the most extreme case, one could
imagine a nuclear state, which exists entirely as a system of
interacting α particles, where the degrees of freedom of
individual nucleons are no longer important [2].
Owing to its role in stellar helium burning, the 12C Hoyle
state resonance is considered an ideal candidate for such
α-clustering phenomena. In the temperature range of
108–109 K, 12C is produced through the triple-α process
[3]. Sir Fred Hoyle recognized the need for a 0þ resonance
near to the 3α threshold to boost the capture process in order
to account for the abundance of 12C in the universe [4].
Despite experimental efforts [5], the structure of the
Hoyle state has not been well elucidated. Algebraic cluster
models assuming an equilateral triangle structure with D3h
point symmetry, which can rotate and vibrate, well repro-
duce the experimental spectrum of 12C [6]. In contrast, an
ab initio lattice approach using chiral effective field theory
succeeded in reproducing the excitation energy of the Hoyle
state [7]. Here, it is calculated to possess a “bent-arm”
configuration. Furthermore, fermionic molecular dynamics
(FMD) and antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD)
calculations predict a dominant 8Beþ α configuration [8,9].
It is also possible that the bosonic nature of the α particle
dominates,meaning that theHoyle state could be the nuclear
analogue of atomic Bose Einstein condensation [10,11].
Models that limit the fermionic degrees of freedom of the α
clusters successfully reproduce the charge form factor for
electron inelastic excitation to the Hoyle state [12].
A potentially sensitive probe into the structure of the
Hoyle state is to examine the ways that it decays into three
α particles. It may break up through a sequential process,
where an α particle is emitted, leaving 8Be in its ground
state, or through a direct decay process where the three α
particles share the decay energy in a more complicated way.
Quantifying the likelihood of the direct decay and the
energy distribution of the three emitted α particles may lead
to an understanding of their initial configuration in the
nucleus [13].
Recent experimental efforts have placed an upper limit on
the direct decay contribution at 0.2% [14,15]. Here, we
report an improvement on the upper limit for the direct 3α
decay from the Hoyle state via a measurement of the
12Cð4He; 3αÞα reaction. A total of 9.3 × 104 Hoyle state
decays were measured, increasing our sensitivity to the rare
direct decay branch. A novel detector geometry was imple-
mented in order to remove the dominant experimental
background.
The present experimental measurements were performed
using the MC40 cyclotron accelerator at the University of
Birmingham, producing a 4He2
þ
beam with a kinetic
energy of 40 MeV, incident on a 100 μg cm−2 natural
carbon target. An average beam current of 6 enAwas used
and data were acquired for a total of 60 hours. The
Hoyle state was populated through the inelastic scattering
channel, resulting in the overall break-up reaction of
12Cð4He; 3αÞα. To reduce the energy loss of the reaction
products, the target was rotated by 40° with respect to the
beam. The experimental setup is detailed in Fig. 1. An array
of six Micron W1 double-sided silicon strip detectors
(DSSDs) were used to detect the charged reaction products
on an event by event basis [Micron Semiconductor Ltd].
Each DSSD had a total surface area of 5 × 5 cm2 and
allowed both the energy and the direction of a particle to be
determined. This enabled the momentum vector of each
detected particle to be calculated, assuming each to be an α
particle. The detector channels were calibrated in energy
using a mixed 239Pu, 241Am, and 244Cm α-particle source
and had a typical energy resolution of 35–40 keV.
The detectors were positioned to maximize the efficiency
for detecting all four final state reaction products (complete
kinematics). A ΔE-E particle identification (PID) telescope
consisting of 65 μm and 500 μm detectors was placed at a
large scattering angle of 90° to detect the scattered beam
particle. It covered scattering angles from −73° to −108°.
At a center angle of 30°, the four remaining 500 μmDSSDs
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were arranged in a quadrant formation in order to detect the
three α particles resulting from the decay of the recoiling
12C. A total angular coverage from 10° to 53° was achieved.
This arrangement permitted each detected α particle to
strike a separate DSSD quadrant. If multiple particles with
similar energies strike the same detector, this provides some
ambiguity regarding their hit positions. This leads to an
intractable experimental background, which is discussed in
themost recentmeasurement of the direct decay branch [15].
Here, we remove this ambiguity, leading to almost back-
ground-free spectra. In the analogue processing electronics,
a multiplicity condition of three hits on the quadrant
arrangement, in coincidence with a single hit in the tele-
scope, was demanded as a trigger for each valid event.
The reconstructed kinematics of the three α particles from
the breakup were used to infer the excitation energy of the
parent 12C nucleus and to determine the decay mechanism.
Two subsets of data were considered in the analysis; events
where each α particle strikes a different DSSD and events
where two strike the same detector. Ultimately, both subsets
were used together to calculate the direct decay branch.
Figure 2 shows the measured 12C excitation spectrum,
calculated from the three break-up α particles. The
7.65 MeV Hoyle state was strongly populated. The con-
dition that each particle was detected in a separate DSSD
was applied and a cut on the Q value of each event was
placed prior to plotting this spectrum. The results of
Monte Carlo simulations of the reaction process including
the detector geometry, experimental resolution, and back-
grounds are also plotted as the solid line in Fig. 2. Details of
the Monte Carlo code can be found in Refs. [16,17]. The
simulations well reproduce the 42 keV peak width
(FWHM) and the background profile by event mixing.
The tail of the broad 0þ resonance at 10.3 MeV will also
contribute to background counts in this region.
Background suppression was achieved by placing cuts
on the total momenta in each Cartesian direction and by
demanding that the excitation energy calculated by the
scattered 4He ion matched that calculated from the three
break-up α particles. A cut on the peak in Fig. 2 allowed
decays from the Hoyle state to be cleanly examined. With
these software gates, only 0.03% of mixed events reach the
final spectra.
By measuring the energies and angles of the three break-
up α particles, their energies in the center-of-mass frame of
the decaying 12C were determined. The relative energies of
these particles are a reflection of the decay process in which
they were produced. In a sequential decay, the first emitted
α particle has a fixed energy dictated by the masses of the α
and 8Be fragments. This corresponds to approximately 1=2
of the total 3α break-up Q value. The remaining energy is
shared between the two α particles from the decay of 8Be.
If the decay instead proceeds through a direct process
there are no such constraints, provided that energy and
momentum are conserved. We consider three direct decay
mechanisms: the particles are emitted collinear (DDL), the
FIG. 2. Excitation energy spectrum of 12C calculated from the
three break-up α particles. Events are chosen where each α
particle is detected in a separate DSSD. A total of 2.4 × 104
events are plotted. The points depict experimental data and
the solid line shows the results of Monte Carlo simulations. The
inset uses a logarithmic scale for a closer examination of the
background.
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the reaction chamber and
detector positions along with an illustration of the break-up
process.
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three particles separate with similar energies (DDE), and
the particles decay randomly to the available phase space
(DDΦ). It has been proposed that the propensity for 12C to
decay through each of these mechanisms can lead to an
understanding of its structure [13]. Sequential decays to the
low energy tail of the 8Be 2þ state could also contribute
data that seem nonsequential. However, the additional
angular momentum barrier will suppress this channel.
Furthermore, the 8Be ground state ghost anomaly only
contributes at the level of 6 × 10−5 in this reaction channel
[14,18]; below the sensitivity of the experiment.
The α-particle energies are best visualized using the
symmetric Dalitz plot shown in Fig. 3 [19]. If ϵi is the
fractional energy of the ith α particle (in the 12C center-of-
mass frame), the coordinates of the Dalitz plot are given by
x ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p
2
ðϵ2 − ϵ1Þ; y ¼
1
2
ð2ϵ3 − ϵ1 − ϵ2Þ: ð1Þ
In this coordinate system, if the decay proceeded through
a sequential process, the data are required to lie on a
triangular locus. This corresponds to the case that either ϵ1,
ϵ2, or ϵ3 are approximately equal to 1=2. The 18 keV width
of the triangle is due to the experimental resolution;
the dominant contribution is the angular granularity of
the DSSDs. The excellent resolution is obtained without the
requirement for kinematic fitting [14]. Conservation of
energy and linear momentum constrains the data to lie
within a circle of radius 1=3, marked in Fig. 3.
The majority of data points lie on the triangular locus,
signifying a dominant sequential decay mechanism. To
quantify the relative contributions of sequential and direct
decay, it is necessary to fold and project Fig. 3 into a one-
dimensional plot. Folding the Dalitz plot along each of its
symmetry axes results in the data occupying a single
sextant of the Dalitz plot. The results are shown in
Fig. 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows the Monte Carlo simulation
of the sequential decay process for the case where each
particle strikes a separate DSSD. The data corresponding to
where two α particles are permitted to strike the same
DSSD are plotted in Fig. 4(c). Figure 4(d) shows the
simulation for the uniform DDΦ direct decay process. The
resulting nonuniformity is due to the detector acceptance.
The folded Dalitz plots were projected onto the vertical
axis. The resulting one-dimensional plots contain a single
peak at ϵ ≈ 1=2. These were fit with the simulated data in
order to determine the relative sequential and direct decay
components. The two subsets of data shown in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(c) were fit simultaneously. Several fits are shown in
Fig. 5. The lines represent the fit corresponding to various
levels of the DDΦ direct decay branching ratio. The
sequential decay mechanism provides a good fit to the
experimental data without the requirement for any direct
decay contribution. The tails of the distribution are well
reproduced by the simulated background. With the nor-
malization of equal counts in the experimental and simu-
lated spectra, χ2 per degree of freedom is equal to 1.08
(close to 50% confidence level).
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FIG. 3. Symmetric Dalitz plot. This shows 2.4 × 104 Hoyle
state break-up events, corresponding to the case where each α
particle was detected by a separate DSSD. Sequential decay
events are forced to lie on the triangular locus.
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FIG. 4. Folded symmetric Dalitz plots. (a) Experimental data
corresponding to three hits in separate DSSDs (2.4 × 104 events).
(b) Monte Carlo simulation of the sequential decay process
(1.1 × 105 events). (c) Experimental data corresponding to events
where two particles strike the same DSSD (6.9 × 104 events).
(d) Monte Carlo simulation of the DDΦ direct decay process
(2.6 × 105 events).
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Limits were placed on the direct decay component by
calculating the likelihood of reproducing the experimental
data given a particular branching ratio. From the likelihood
functions, the 2σ (95%) confidence intervals were sepa-
rately calculated for the three direct decay mechanisms. We
can reject the direct decay of the Hoyle state at the levels
DDΦ > 0.047%, DDE > 0.026%, DDL > 0.004%.
A total of 9.3 × 104 events were considered, approxi-
mately 5 times more than any previous experiment. Further,
the experimental background in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) is lower
than past experiments. As a result, the upper limit onDDΦ is
over half an order of magnitude lower than the 0.2%
obtained by Itoh et al. [15].
The confidence belt construction of Ref. [20] was also
applied to the data. This approach solves the problem that
the choice of upper limit or two-sided intervals may
actually lead to incorrect confidence intervals, if the choice
is based on the experimental data. This method also avoids
unphysical confidence intervals, which in this case would
correspond to negative branching ratios. For the DDΦ
mechanism, this method gave the same results as are quoted
above. The calculated DDE and DDL upper limits were
different at 0.036% and 0.024%, respectively.
A Bayesian alternative to null-hypothesis significance
testing was also performed based on Ref. [21]. Prior
distributions based on the existing knowledge about this
branching ratio were chosen [15]. However, since the
present experimental measurements are of considerably
higher precision than previous efforts, any objective prior
distribution of the branching ratio had no effect on the
calculated limits at the quoted level of precision.
This significant reduction in the upper limit for the direct
decay branching ratio is important because it brings the
upper limit for direct decay down to a level that is
comparable with existing theoretical predictions [22]. In
this sense, the present experimental results could provide an
insight into the structure of the Hoyle state.
In a simple picture, the relative phase spaces for direct 3α
and sequential αþ 8Be decays dominate the calculation of
the branching ratio [23]. By considering the magnitude of
the phase spaces for each decay type, with all other factors
considered equal, the direct decay channel contributes just
0.18% of the total. In addition to the phase space, trans-
mission probabilities through the Coulomb barrier for the
decay will also come into play. To calculate this, semi-
classical WKB calculations using the methods of refer-
ence [24] were performed. By Monte Carlo sampling the
available phase space, the Coulomb barrier transmission
probabilities were evaluated, and the branching ratio
was calculated to be 0.06%. The observed experimental
enhancement of the 8Beþ α channel, compared with
this calculation, could indicate that the α-condensate
interpretation of the state is less likely to be correct. If
the Hoyle state is a structureless α gas or condensate, then
the decay should have equal probabilities for all of the
possible partitions involving α-condensed subsystems [25].
However, the width of the Hoyle state has previously been
calculated to be around 60 eV using the WKB approxi-
mation [26]. This is 3 times larger than the full computation
and about 7 times larger than the experimentally measured
value of 8.5 eV [27]. Therefore, it is difficult to form a
meaningful comparison between this calculated branching
ratio of 0.06% and the current experimental results.
Furthermore, Ishikawa performed a detailed theoretical
analysis into the decay of the Hoyle state, calculated in the
Faddeev three-body formalism [22]. The Hoyle state was
considered to be a system of three interacting α particles.
Each was treated as a boson and the complications arising
due to their underlying four-nucleon fermionic structures
were considered to be incorporated into the various α-α
interaction potentials used. The break-up amplitude was
calculated as a function of the momenta of the outgoing α
particles and the form of the resulting Dalitz plot was
predicted. This work concluded that the direct decay should
contribute at a level < 1%. Although the 0.047% limit
extracted from the present experimental data lies below this
theoretical prediction, this quoted direct decay contribution
does not have sufficient precision to be compared with the
experimental results. Further theoretical input is needed.
The resolution achieved in the present experiment has
reached the limits of conventional charged-particle spec-
troscopy with realistic beam times. In order to examine the
nature of the α energy distributions in more detail, another
approach would be needed. With appropriate development
the use of an optical time projection chamber (OTPC) [28]
is one such promising tool.
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FIG. 5. The projected Dalitz plot fractional energy spectrum.
Points show all experimental data and the lines are the results of
Monte Carlo simulations. The full spectrum is shown on a
logarithmic scale as the inset and the main panel focuses on the
tails of the distribution. The solid line, dot-dashed and dotted
lines show simulations with a DDΦ contribution at 0%, 0.05%,
and 0.1% respectively.
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To summarize, a significantly improved upper limit on the
direct 3α decay of the Hoyle state has been experimentally
measured. The upper limit now lies at a value that is similar
to theoretical predictions, though future work is encouraged
in order for a meaningful comparison to be made.
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